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Abstract. In this paper, we present a fast and precise method for fingerprint classification. The proposed method 
directly extracts the directional information from the thinned image of the fingerprint. We use an octagon mask to 
search the center point of the region of interest and consider both the direction information and the singular points in 
the region of interest to classify the fingerprints. In the system, not only is the amount of computation reduced but also 
can the extracted information be used for identification on AFIS. The system has been tested on the NIST special 
fingerprint database 4. For the 4000 images in this database, 2000 images are randomly chosen by computer and 
classified. The classification accuracy reaches 93.1% with no rejection for 4-class classification problem. 
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1. Introduction 
Fingerprints are the innate feature of mankind. The patterns of fingerprints become fixed when a person is about 14 

years or older. Due to the invariance and uniqueness of fingerprints, they are used as the tool for crime investigation by 
the government as far back as A.D. 1897. So far, fingerprints have been used for more than 100 years as the most 
popular biometric signs of identity. With the large fingerprints database, fingerprint classification is an important 
subproblem for the automatic fingerprint identification system (AFIS) and automatic fingerprint recognition system 
(AFRS) [1]. Fingerprint classification improves the computational complexity substantially by reducing the number of 
candidate matches to be considered, so an effective indexing scheme can be of great help. In this paper we propose a an 
effective method of fingerprint classification, we extract the only 2D feature vector of the orientation field directly 
derived from the thinned images. We first use the enhancement algorithm of fingerprint images presented in Pattern 
Recognition, vol. 36 [10]. We compute the orientation following the skeleton of thinned image, so it is more effective 
without another enhancement for AFIS. Then we use an octagon mask to fast search the center point of the region of 
interest and extract the feature from the lower half of the octagon mask. Finally, we simplify the feature vectors and use 
the two-stage classifier to analyze the features and output the result of classification. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the algorithm of fingerprint 
enhancement and describe the computation of orientation filed. In Section 3, we detailed search for the centers of the 
regions of interest using the octagon mask and feature extraction for classification. Then, Section 4 presents our 
two-stage classification scheme and Section 5 shows the experimental results tested on the NIST-4 database. The 
conclusions are presented in Section 6. 

2. Orientation field computation 

For the fingerprint classification, the global texture information is more important than the local direction. For an 
automatic fingerprint identification/recognition system, the algorithm we presented in [10] has shown good results of 
enhancement, so we combine the fingerprint classification AFIS/AFRS to reduce computation. We describes the 
processing in the flowing subsections. 

2.1 Enhancement algorithm review 

In an earlier work in Pattern Recognition, vol. 36 [10], we propose an effective enhancement method that combines the 
texture unit of global information with the ridge orientation of local information. Based on the characteristic of 
hierarchical framework of multiresolution representation, the wavelet transform is used to decompose the fingerprint 
image into different spatial/frequency sub-images by checking the “approximation region”. In considering the global 
information, all the texture units within an approximation sub-image are processed by textural filters. Based on the 
hierarchical relationship of each resolution, all other sub-images are processed according to the related texture units 
within the approximation sub-image. Similarly, the directional compensation is implemented by voting technique in 
considering the orientation of local neighboring pixels. After these two enhancement processes, the improved 
fingerprint image is obtained by the reconstruction process of wavelet transform. The flowchart is shown as follows 



and the results are shown in Fig.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2.2 Orientation field computation 

Because the thinned image has shown the clear characteristic of ridges and valleys on fingerprints, we use a 5×5 mask 
to compute the orientation following the skeleton of thinned image. The orientation is quantified by the 5×5 mask to 8 
directions, S1 to S8, as shown in Fig.6, there are 0(π ),π /8, π /4,3π /8, π /2,5π /8,3π /4 and 7π /8, respectively. 
And the pixels of each block belong to the direction 
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where M is the 5×5 mask, ),( yx  is all the pixels in the mask, (x,y)pi is the gray value of pixel (x, y) in the ith 
directional mask and ),( yxc is the gray value of the corresponding pixel (x, y) in the thinned image, respectively. When 

the computation is completed, each pixel near the skeleton will be given a directional value that they belong to. Fig.3 
shows the examples of the processing. Then we divide the image into (height/5) × (width/5) blocks and assign a 
directional value bD to the block by 
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where N is the number of the pixels with direction values in the block.  
At this stage, the orientation field has been estimated but is still noisy, we need to smooth it and interpolate values 

for the noisy region. We use a 5×5 mask to smooth and interpolate the field by replacing the directional value of center 
point with the directional value that appears in the mask for most times. After the smoothing, the orientation field is 
ready for the extraction of the feature for classifying. The result is shown in Fig.4. Figure 5 shows the comparison 
between the original image and the orientation field. 
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Fig.2 Results of the enhancement, (a) 
original fingerprint image, (b) normalized 
image, (c) the result of global texture unit 
filtering, (d) the result of local directional 
compensation, (e) thinned image. 

Fig.1. The flowchart of fingerprints 
enhancement on identification system 
(AFIS) in [10] 



     
Fig.3 The example processing of the orientation estimation, (a) the partial skeleton of the thinned image, (b), (c), (d) the 

sequence of processing. 

 
Fig.4 The result of computation by the 5×5 mask, (a) the original image, (b) the thinned image, (c) the result of the first 

stage computation, (d) the orientation field, (e) the smoothed orientation field. 

                 

 
3. Feature extraction    

In the stage of feature extraction, the Poincare index, which is derived from continuous curves, is the most popular 
approach for the singularities based classification [1] [3-5]. However, as mentioned above, the approach is especially 
hard to deal with the noisy or dim images that lose the information about the regions of singularities. In our method, we 
find a center of a similar circle from the orientation field and extract the features around the center for classification. 
We also use the Poincare index but only for detecting that whether the region of interest includes any singular points or 
not, and the computation will be addressed in a later section. In the next subsection, we first make a discussion on the 
structures of each class of fingerprints and then describe the detail of the feature extraction. 

3.1 The discussion on the structures of each class 

Before extracting the feature, we have to know what feature is helpful to classification and which feature has the most 
discriminability for fingerprint pattern. So, here we make the discussions about the regular characteristic of each 
fingerprint class first. We divide the region around the center into four blocks, left upper, left lower, right upper and 
right lower, and we discuss the directional features on each block for 4-class problem below: 
1. Arch (and tented arch): the orientations of texture around the center are symmetrical and the orientations of each 

block are all downward and outward. (see Fig.6) 
2. Left loop: the texture orientations of the two blocks above the center are symmetrical and downward, and the 

orientations of the two lower blocks are both towards the left. (see Fig.7) 

(a)                       (b)                     (c)                      (d) 

Fig.5 The comparison between the original image 
and the orientation field.

Fig.6 The 8 directions 5×5 mask represented, C is the 
center pixel of the mask. 



3. Right loop: the texture orientations of the two blocks above the center are symmetrical and downward, and the 
orientations of the two lower blocks are both towards the right. (see Fig.8) 
Whorl: the texture orientations of the left and right blocks are symmetrical each other and downward, and the 

orientations of the blocks above the center and that are under the center are outwards and inwards, respectively.  
By observing the appearances described above, we could draw the conclusion that the orientations of the blocks 

above the center are consistent in that they are all symmetrical and are downward and outward and the orientations of 
the blocks under the center have the discriminability of each fingerprint class. 

Hence, we use the information above the center to locate the center point of the region of interest and extract the 
feature from the information under the center point to classify them. The detailed process is described in the next 
subsection. 

3.2 Center point location 

After we accomplished the computation of the orientation field, we still have to determine the region of interest (ROI) 
to extract the most representative features for classification. Locating the center point of the region of interest is an 
essential step that can influence the accuracy of the classification. We present a fast method to search and locate the 
center of the region of interest using an octagon mask. In the octagon mask, for the region of each triangle we assign 
different score with different conditions for the corresponding pixels of the orientation field. As shown in Fig.3, the 
mask we used is designed by considering the similar structure of a circle and the values 1, 3, 5 and 7 represent the 
direction S1, S3, S5 and S7 respectively, as shown in Fig.10. We attempt to find the center of a similar circle from the 
orientation field of fingerprints, so that the summation of the correlation between the mask and a pattern, if that is an 
ideal circle, will be the highest. And considering the symmetric of center of fingerprints as mentioned above, we assign 
different weight for each triangle of the octagon. We increase the weight of upper and both side triangles to emphasize 
the characteristic of the center point, and the weight of each triangle is shown as Fig.11. 

     

    

   

 
Fig.9 The orientation characteristic of whorl class and 
its orientations of four blocks around the center 

 
Fig.8 The orientation characteristic of right loop class
and its orientations of four blocks around the center 

 
Fig.7 The orientation characteristic of left loop class 
and its orientations of four blocks around the center

 
Fig.6 The orientation characteristic of arch class and its
orientations of four blocks around the center 

 

Fig.11 The weight of each triangle of the 
octagon

 
Fig.10 The mask for capturing the center point; X 
denotes the evaluated position of possible center point.
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The center point location algorithm includes following steps: 
Step 1: Let D be the orientation field with D (i, j) representing the direction at pixel (i, j). 
Step 2: Define an octagon mask M including four directions and eight weights. 
Step 3: Initialize a label image L with the same size of D. L is used to indicate the center point of the region of interest. 
Step 4: For each pixel )( , cc ji  in D, define a local region S with the same size of M. The values of summation L )( , cc ji  

can be estimated by using the following formula: 
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where ),( jidir  is the direction at pixel ),( ji in M and ),( mm jidir  is the direction at pixel ),( mm ji  in S. The weight is 

defined as Fig.11. 
Step 5: Search for the minimum value and assign the coordinates as the center point of the region of interest. If there 
are two equal minimum values in L, we will assign the coordinates of the middle point of them as the center point. 

 

   
Fig.12 The results of the center point location, (a) the result of an arch fingerprint, (b) the label image of (a), (c) the 

result of a left fingerprint, (d) the label image of (c). 
3.3 Feature extraction 
As mentioned in section 3.1, the orientation under the center point can most demonstrate the characteristics of each 
fingerprint class most, so we extract the directional feature of the lower portion of the octagon for classification. Fig.14 
shows the region we extract the feature from. 

         

 

 
We determine the similarities of each direction in triangles to deduce the feature as the input of classification by using 
the following formulas: 

In the left half the L-score is estimated by 
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In the right half the R-score is estimated by 

(a)                     (b)                    (c)                    (d) 

(a)                     (b) 
Fig.14 The regions we extract the features from. Fig.13 Some examples of the location on poor quality 

images, (a) a large number of information is lost, (b) 
the information of the core is lost. 
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where dir( i, j) is the direction of the corresponding pixel in the orientation field and there are also different weights in 
each triangle as shown in Fig.15. Finally, we can obtain a 2D feature vector (L-score, R-core) and then we use the 
vectors for classification. 

4. Classification 

Because the derived features describes the directional information on blocks (left lower and right lower), if there are 
more than one direction in a block, the features will not be able to show the clear feature with some direction. In other 
words, they will get a low score on the block that includes the singular points. For this, we detect the singular points in 
the block with the low score by Poincare index in first stage and classify them into one of three classes of right loop, 
left loop and whorl. For the others with the clear directional characteristics else, we classify them into one of four 
classes by c-mean in second stage. The flowchart of classification is shown in Fig.16. 

               
Fig.15 The weights for feature extraction              Fig.16 The flowchart of our fingerprint classification 

4.1 First stage: filtering the image including singularities 

We use the Poincare index to filter the images including singular points in the stage. As for fingerprints images, a 
double care point has a Poincare as 1m a core point 1/2 and a delta point -1/2. The Poincare index at pixel (x, y), which 
is enclosed by a digital curve, the boundary of the blocks in the paper, can be computed as follows: 
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Θ is the orientation field, )(ixΨ and )(iyΨ denote the ith point coordinate (x, y) of the enclosed curveΨ . 

There are three cases that the block probably includes the singular points, it is described as follows: 
1. The case of left loop; when the loop feature is not apparent, the directional features are usually unclear due to the 

fact that some block includes the delta points as shown in Fig.17. Hence if we find that the directional feature 
towards the left in L-score is higher than a predefined threshold and a delta point detected by Poincare index in the 
right block, it is classified as the class of left loop at the first stage.  

2. The case of right loop; the same as left loop, when the loop feature is not apparent, the directional features are 
usually unclear due to the fact that some block includes the delta points as shown in Fig.18. Hence if we find that 
the directional feature towards the right in R-score is higher than a predefined threshold and a delta point detected 
by Poincare index in the left block, it is classified as the class of right loop at the first stage. 

3. The case of whorl; as shown in Fig.19 and Fig.20, when the texture of a whorl is large, the region of interest we 
derived in section 3.2 probably includes a singular point. Hence if we find that the directional feature towards the 
left in R-score or towards the right in L-score is higher than a predefined threshold and a core point detected by 
Poincare index in the corresponding block, it is classified as the class of whorl at the first stage. Furthermore, in a 
few situations there the core point will be replaced by a delta point and we also assign that as the class of whorl as 
shown in Fig.21. 

     
 
 

     
 
 

 
Fig.21 The situations that the core point is replaced be a delta in the case of whorl. 

4.2 Second stage: classification 
At the second stage, we classify the fingerprint without the first stage by the c-mean classifier. After the second stage 
classification by c-means classifier, it is all done for the fingerprint classification. The examples of our results are 
shown in Fig.22 and that shows the singular points detected at the fist stage such as (c), (d) and (f). And Fig.23 shows 
that the proposed method also can classify the noisy and dim images correctly. The letters A, R, L and W in these 

Fig.17 The left loop includes a delta point in the 
right block and the L-score is high leftward. 

Fig.18 The right loop includes a delta point in 
the left block and the R-score is high on 

Fig.19 The whorl includes a core point in the left 
block and the R-score is high on leftward.

Fig.10 The whorl includes a core point in the 
right block and the L-score is high on rightward.



figures represent the class of arch, right loop, left loop and whorl, respectively. 

 
Fig.22 The results of fingerprint classification, and there are the singular points in (c), (d) and (f). 

 
Fig.23 The results of the images with poor quality. 

5. Experimental results 

In our experiment we use the NIST special fingerprint database 4 (NIST-4) that contains 4000 gray-scale fingerprints 
images from 2000 fingerprints, and they are distributed evenly over the five classes (arch (A), tented arch (T), left loop 
(L), right loop (R) and whorl (w)). The classification of each fingerprints are stored in the NIST IHead id field of each 
file. In our results of the experiment for the 4-class classification problem, the classes A and T are merged into one class 
and the class index of one image in the NIST-4 database does not necessarily belong to only one class. So we consider 
our result of the classification to be correct if it matches the one of the class index. This approach has also been adopted 
by other researchers [1, 3]. We test our algorithm with 2000 fingerprints chosen randomly by computer from NIST-4 
data base and the results are shown in Table 1 where the first column shows the class index in the image file header and 
the fist row labels the assigned class using our method. The table also shows the fail rejection rate (FRR) and the fail 
accept rate (FAR) in the last column and row, respectively. The accuracy is 93.1% (1862/2000) with zero rejection in 
our system. 

Table 1 
Our experimental results for 4-class problem on NIST-4 database with no rejection 

Exp. as       
True 

Whorl Left loop Right loop Arch FRR 

Whorl 374  10 6 0 4.1% 
Left loop 2 344 3 43 12.5% 
Right loop 1 2 354 45 11.9% 
Arch 0 16 10 790 3.3% 
FAR 0.8% 7.8% 5.1% 10.1%  

 



Table 2 
The experimental results of traditional singular based method for 4-class problem with no rejection 

Exp. as       
True 

Whorl Left loop Right loop Arch Unknown 

Whorl 301  10 11 5 63 
Left loop 12 334 3 18 25 
Right loop 11 5 345 23 18 
Arch 9 16 10 760 21 

Table 3 
The experimental results with pseudo ridge tracing [16] for 4-class problem with no rejection 

Exp. as       
True 

Whorl Left loop Right loop Arch Unknown 

Whorl 727  27 26 8 7 
Left loop 25 759 5 26 2 
Right loop 24 14 740 41 4 
Arch 22 38 18 1482 5 

From the result table we can see that most of the misclassifications are between the loops and the whorls. The main 
reason is due to the rotation of loops and the similar pattern between loops and arch, and some of the misclassifications 
are due to the limitation of the mask size used to extract features; so that the mask cannot include the helpful features 
like singular points from the images with the lager pattern. Besides, some images have the wrong center of the region 
of interest located at first stage because of the poor image quality. (See Fig.24) 

 
Fig.24 The misclassified images, (a) a whorl as a left loop, (b) a left loop as an arch, (c) a right loop as an arch, (d) 

a right loop as an arch. 
We also compare the results with the traditional method of singularity based on the same database as shown in 

Table 2. We can see that the major difference is that the number of the images that cannot be classified by the 
traditional classifier is up to 127 and the whorl type is up to 63. So the accuracy of the system with singularity based is 
only 87% for 4-class problem on the same database. There is a complementary texture for the classification of the 
whorl type using the pseudo ridge tracing presented by Zhang and Yan [16] in recent research and their classification 
accuracy reaches 92.7% for the 4-class problem on NIST-4 database without rejection as compared in Table 3. 

However, there are still many poor quality images, like stained and dim images, on NIST-4 database and they are 
difficult to recognize even for human. If we discard such obscure images by introducing the rejection scheme, the 
accuracy of our classification will rise to 93.7% with 1.8 reject rate, 95% with 8.5% reject rate and 96.5% with 19.5% 
reject rate. Fig.25 shows the corresponding graph of the rejection rate and Fig.26 shows the examples of the rejected 
images with poor quality 

  
 Fig.26 The examples of the rejected images, (a) the noisy image, (b), (c) the faint images, (d) the over- inked image. 

Rejected     



Finally, the average computational expense of 1000 fingerprints is recorded at PC Pentium 4 2.6G and the result is 
shown in Table 4. We can note that the total time is less than one second and the system only spends about 0.3 second 
on the procedures of the classification. In another word, if the classification is built on an automatic fingerprint 
identification system, it will have an effective classification only with more than a bit load. 

Table 4 
The computational expense of our system 
Procedure Expense (s)
Image enhancement [10] 0.58
Orientation field computation 0.08
Feature extraction 0.22
Classification 0.00
 
Total 0.88

6. Conclusions 
We have proposed an effective method for the fingerprint classification, which uses both the orientation characteristic 
and singular points around the center of the region of interest. As the tables shown above, the results of the system test 
on NIST-4 database are encouraging. But there is still a lot more that can be done to further improve the results 
especially on the rotation and the obscure similar pattern. 
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Fig.25 Four-class error-reject plots of the NIST-4 data base.


